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Welcome to Freightweek – an innovative, weekly
newsletter plus a monthly digital magazine focused
on sustainable business practices in the global
logistics industry.
The more enlightened corporations – from UPS to
Unilever or Maersk to M&S – have adopted
sustainability as a core business strategy. For them,
it’s not business as usual; it’s business for survival.
There’s not much seven billion people can do without
a planet. So for companies, NGOs and governments,
sustainability is either a huge challenge – or a huge
opportunity.
Logistics is the hidden facilitator of a sustainable
global economy. It’s time to be seen and heard.

Simon Keeble
Editor
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Unilever –
walking the
sustainability talk

When the logistics
i n d u s t ry t h i n k s
“Sustainability”
it’s often in a green
context: reducing
carbon emissions
to

save

money

while producing
statistics for their
customers’ supply
chain re p ortin g.

With the exception of the Integrators and
some non-asset equivalents, logistics
companies appear less ready than their
customers to embrace sustainability as
a core business strategy.
According to Gavin Neath, until recently
Unilever chief sustainability officer in
a career spanning 35 years with the
company, a CEO that merely focuses on
CO2 misses the point – and a significant
business opportunity.
“I think we know, with a high degree
of certainty, what the future will look
like – nine billion people, with rising
temperatures and shortages of water
and food. So the job of a CEO is to think
about how his business can grow and
flourish in such an environment,” he
says.
With annual revenues of €50 billion,
the company wants to double its
turnover by 2020 while reducing the
resultant environmental impact. Neath
says Unilever doesn’t have the luxury
of choosing between growth and
sustainability. It needs to grow to have
the money, people and technology
to invest in alternative energies, in
sustainable agriculture, in new materials
for packaging and in product innovation.
At the same time it has to find a way
of doing this within an increasingly
resource-limited planet.
Unilever’s path to growth is to focus
on developing markets, where a whole
segment of the population is emerging
from the bottom of the economic
pyramid to become first-time buyers
of Unilever products such as soap,
toothpaste and shampoo.
Historically, the company’s procurement
policy has been based on three criteria:
price, quality and service. Now there’s
an extra qualification – walking the
sustainability talk.
With a goal of reducing CO2 emissions
from its global logistics network 40
percent by 2020, despite 60 percent
more volume, suppliers will be required
to do more than just report their own
emissions if they want to work with the
company. Unilever expects them to help
reduce a mileage bill of over 900 million
a year by using lower emission vehicles,
employing alternative transport such as
rail or ship and improving the energy
efficiency of warehouses.
Next year, as part of its UltraLogistik
network, the company will also have

I think we know,
with a high
degree of
certainty, what the
future will look like –
nine billion people, with
rising temperatures and
shortages of water and
food. So the job of a
CEO is to think about
how his business can
grow and flourish
in such an
environment,
Gavin Neath
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Unilever chief sustainability officer

established 12 regional distribution
hubs in Europe to improve operations
and reduce mileage by 109 million in
2015 compared to 2010. Each hub is
responsible for ensuring trucks are more
fully loaded to reduce CO2 emissions by
nearly 16,000 tonnes by 2014. Unilever
says collaboration with a logistics
company reduces costs and emissions
for both parties and enables the supplier
to have an edge over its competition.
For the CEO who decides to take the
plunge, Neath suggests that the first
step is to envisage the future 10-15
years from now and work back from
there in terms of implications for
the business. “It is both frightening
and liberating when you realise your
responsibilities extend beyond your
factory gate,” he notes.
“When you first confront these issues
they can be quite terrifying because
to overcome them costs money and
time. However our experience has
been that once you get going there
is a whole raft of positive things that
manifest themselves – not least of
all cost-savings. The sustainability
argument becomes very strong when
you take cost out of the supply chain,”
he explains.
Neath acknowledges it is harder for
a CEO of a public company to retain
a sustainability focus if a company’s
results don’t meet investor or analyst
short-term expectations. However 2013
third quarter results saw Unilever sales
up 3.2 percent overall and 5.9 percent
in emerging markets, compared to the

The conventional model for
capitalism is found wanting
in terms of the benefits to
the majority of society, the
impact on the planet, and
even in terms of continued
economic prosperity. The
call for change rings loud
– capitalism requires a new
operating system, and needs
to be re-booted if we are to
avoid the ultimate recession
or worse total collapse.
Peter Bakker/WBCSD
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The total material value
of fast-moving consumer
goods is US$3.2 trillion.
Recovering part of the US$
2.6 trillion lost today is a
huge opportunity .
EMF

Our planet is
facing what
has been
described as a ‘perfect
storm’ of increased
demand and resource
scarcity. By 2030, the
world’s population will
rise to over eight billion
and demand for food will
increase by 50 percent,
for energy by 50 percent
and for water
by 30 percent

in co-creating a world where everyone
can live well and within the natural limits
of one planet – what it calls “sustainable
living”.

Unilever .

“Our planet is facing what has been
described as a ‘perfect storm’ of
increased demand and resource
scarcity. By 2030, the world’s population
will rise to over eight billion and demand
for food will increase by 50 percent, for
energy by 50 percent and for water by
30 percent.”

same period a year earlier. Polman
commented at the time: “Emerging
markets continue to be the main driver
of our growth and, despite the current
slow-down, they remain a significant
growth opportunity which the company
is well-placed to capitalize on.”
With its products used two billion times
a day in over half the households
on the planet, Unilever says it has a
responsibility to take a leadership role

Unfortunately the context is stark.
According to its latest Project Sunlight
initiative, “the world is consuming natural
resources at the rate of 1.5 planets and,
unless we change course, by 2030 even
two planets will not be enough.
“The effects of climate change are
becoming daily more evident as
countries around the world experience
extreme weather events, from severe
droughts in the United States, Australia
and Africa to extraordinary floods in
China, Brazil, Pakistan and Central
Europe, to tornadoes and typhoons in
the United States and the Philippines.

Unilever says while the need for
action has never been greater, relying
on governments is not enough. So
companies, particularly multinationals,
have to act: “Businesses like ours not

Energy efficiency appears to be the most salient
environmental issue and, indeed, resource intensive companies, such as industrial goods
makers or utilities, are much more likely to
have invested in these issues and made
them pay off.
Holger Rubel

a BCG senior partner and the global leader of BCG’s sustainability efforts.

only have to make their own operating
practices sustainable, but also have
to stimulate shifts in consumption, and
help to shape public policy and market
transformation,” it declares.
Unfortunately a new global study by MIT
Sloan Management Review (MIT SMR)
and the Boston Consulting Group (BCG)
says there’s still a large gap between
talking and walking Sustainability.
Responses from over 1,800 executives
suggest that while 90 percent think
sustainability-oriented strategies
are essential for current and future
competitive advantage, and 66 percent
rate environmental or social issues as
significant or very significant, only 10
percent say their companies are fully
addressing these issues.
The study notes “Sustainability Walkers”
– unlike Talkers - have a clear strategy
as part of a permanent top-management
agenda, develop a clear business case
for sustainability-related initiatives,
and change their business models
to address the material sustainability
issues they face.
“Walkers go beyond general
pronouncements and assign operational
responsibility,” says report co-author
Holger Rubel, a BCG senior partner and
the global leader of BCG’s sustainability
efforts. “They’re also much better about
measuring progress.”
Rubel explains that most industries tend
to focus on immediate business-related
sustainability issues. “For instance,
energy efficiency appears to be the
most salient environmental issue, and,
indeed, resource-intensive companies,
such as industrial goods makers or
utilities, are much more likely to have
invested in these issues and made them
pay off.”
Co-author and executive editor of MIT
SMR David Kiron adds that issues more

likely to affect industries in the medium
to long-term get little attention. “Climate
change is the clearest example. Around
90 percent of surveyed managers
believe that climate change is real and
significantly influenced by human action
yet only 11 percent of respondents rate
climate change as a major issue for their
companies.”
Reassuringly for Unilever, the study
confirms that geography does matter:
Globally operating companies are more
likely to address these issues compared
to corporations with a regional focus like
those in North America.
Rubel and Kiron say their survey
suggests Walkers focus heavily on five
business fronts: sustainability strategy,
business case, measurement, business
model innovation and leadership
commitment. Talkers, on the other hand,
are equally concerned about the most
significant sustainability issues but
address them to a far lesser degree.
They also score much lower on the
five fronts.
“Although we found that some
companies are making progress toward
the next frontier of sustainability, data
from the past five years shows that many
organisations are struggling to move
forward. For example, the percentage
of companies that have established a
sustainability business case has only
grown from 30 percent to 37 percent
during this period.”
Perhaps ominously, the percentage of
companies that have tried and failed
to build a business case has now
increased from eight to 20 percent. And
more than half of the respondents have
either failed to establish a business case
or haven’t even tried to create one.
For those companies that have begun
what could be misleadingly described
as “The Journey”, the study says since
2010, 35 percent of respondents report
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profits from their sustainability efforts.
However many of them have now hit
a crossroads: They have reaped the
immediate gains from sustainability
but have yet to thoroughly embark on
addressing the most significant issues.
Walkers, on the other hand, have
apparently moved past this point.
The study authors say by addressing
significant sustainability issues as a
core strategic imperative, companies
view this as a way to mitigate threats
and identify “powerful new business
opportunities”.
The result is more profit. Some 60
percent of Walkers report an increase
in the bottom line by tackling significant
sustainability concerns. Only 19 percent
of the Talkers agree.
To help corroborate their latest findings,
Rubel and Kiron cite a 2013 “follow the
money” study by Harvard Business
School professors Robert Eccles
and George Serafeim, in conjunction
with London Business School’s
Ioannis Ioannou, designed to verify
Sustainability’s profit potential.
The researchers analyzed the financial
performance of so-called high and
low-level sustainability corporations
between1993 to 2009. The result shows
that $1 invested in a portfolio of highsustainability companies in 1993 would
have grown to $22.60 by 2010. That
same $1 invested in a low-sustainability
portfolio would have delivered only
$15.40.
During that 16-year period Unilever
stock rose 139 percent. Since the launch
of its Sustainable Living Plan in 2010, in
a period euphemistically described as
a “sluggish world economy”, the stock
price has risen 22 percent.

Senior management and
customers are the most
influential in shaping
sustainability agendas
MIT/Sloan

It’s a growth trend that investment Web
site Motley Fool seems to support:
“The investment case for Unilever is
based on the pricing and sales power
of its brand portfolio and its strong
presence and considerable expertise in
emerging markets, which now account
for 56 percent of sales.

I think the quality
of the firm’s
execution over
the last six years - during
which sales have risen by
27 percent - suggests that
this isn’t an unreasonable
expectation and that
Unilever shares deserve
a buy rating. I’m not
alone in my high opinion
of Unilever, either. The
Motley Fool’s top analysts
recently selected the stock
for their special retirement
investing report, ‘5 Shares
To Retire On’. The report
points out that Unilever
has 12 brands with sales
of more than £1bn a year
and reminded me that
Unilever’s emerging market
sales grew by 11
percent in 2012.
Unilever .
It’s perhaps no coincidence that the
Anglo-Dutch company has had several
Dutch CEOs. As Neath observes, a
20-centimetre rise in sea levels and the
Netherlands is under water - so the daily
practicality of sustainability “tends to
focus the mind”.
Translating this attitude into the
corporate context has not been
fashionable nor sudden but is
apparently paying off: “Our experience
is that once you start, you surprise
yourself as to how much you can
achieve,” he says.

Managing the combined An-124 fleets of ANTONOV AIRLINES and VOLGA-DNEPR AIRLINES
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TIACAVIEW
Slow flying is clearly not an option
for airlines and the air cargo
industry. Biofuel and other renewable
technologies are therefore the focus of
intense research and test programmes,
and engine manufacturers are making
remarkable progress in improving the
efficiency of their products.
Yet it would be foolhardy to imagine
that our aircraft will be able to fly
around powered entirely by renewable
fuels anytime soon. Which in turn
leads to the conclusion that we will
continue to be an industry that
contributes to the extraction of finite
natural resources and overall emissions.
This might be a depressing thought
for a father like myself, much closer
to the end of my career than to
its beginning: I should surely not
bequeath a world with depleted
resources, with a more stressed
environment, to my children, and
know that my entire career has
been spent contributing to that
environmental impact. I have, after all,
been able to enjoy the pristine beauty
of so many corners of the world,
and to appreciate this precious,
fragile gift that we all share. But this
is the thought of somebody who
looks at logistics, and air logistics in
particular, in isolation.
In isolation? Is there any business
less isolated than an airline, which
by definition connects communities,
cities and countries around the
world? Which, in the bellies of

passenger aircraft or the main deck
of freighters, carries millions of the
most diverse shipments on behalf
of the widest range of businesses
imaginable?
So we should not, indeed cannot,
look at air logistics in isolation.
Therefore I looked up the profile of
some companies that have made
sustainability the core of their corporate
culture and business model: companies
like Unilever, or Interface who have
taken gigantic strides towards making
the world a better place.
And I read that the word that occurs
most frequently in all the stories
they create and publish is – you
guessed it – logistics. They of course
do make every effort to reduce
transportation costs and emissions,
but as they do not look at any aspect
of their business in isolation, I read
that they drive innovation and new
technologies (opening up whole
new supply chain variations and
possibilities); or adopt leasing and
reverse logistics instead of oneoff delivery of products. The permutations
are indeed seemingly endless.
The goal, always, is sustainability.
The solution always is, or involves,
logistics.
Therefore, while our industry may be
on the negative side of the balance
when it comes to emissions, its
purpose is to help all other client
industries reduce their own emissions
by implementing and executing
optimal supply-chains.
Paradoxically, client industries strive
to reduce transportation, or its costs
and impact, so that commodities
and products shift to slower, cheaper
modes of transportation or are

sourced locally altogether. But the
very success of such transformation
of supply chains is to create new
demand and new solutions, with
entirely new products or components
requiring – yes, airfreight.
This short analysis demonstrates
that – just as air logistics cannot be
properly understood in isolation – so,
emissions also are just one aspect
of sustainability. If our industry
is to function optimally, if it is to
embrace and reach bold goals, we
must learn to look at the bigger
picture. And there we see vibrant
and dynamic enterprises competing
fiercely to meet the needs of their
customers; engaging creatively with
all their suppliers to streamline and
constantly improve their processes;
harnessing new technologies;
creating sustainable and exciting
employment; monitoring and
reducing environmental impact: in
short, bring people, planet and profit
into a virtuous symbiosis to secure
our collective future.
So air logistics is a key driver not only
of global trade, but of civilization.
For this to happen we need the active
engagement of all leaders and types
of company, and this starts with dialogue.
Therefore feel free to get involved,
by sharing best practices or other
ideas, on the occasion of any of
our industry meetings, or by
email to me at:
cargo@swiss.com
Oliver Evans
Chief Cargo Officer,
Swiss International
Air Lines Chairman,
TIACA
(The International Air
Cargo Association)
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Ellen Weinreb admits
that she’s an ambitious
person. Fortunately, it’s a
trait that has served the
Yale University-educated
founder of the Weinreb
Group very well.

BlazingTrails
By Keri Stephens-Forsythe

Study highlights pioneers in sustainability
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A self-described “corporate social
responsibility (CSR) pioneer,”
Weinreb’s career has taken her
from the jungles of Africa to the
boardrooms of multinational
companies. Her latest ventures
at the helm of the Weinreb Group
include placing sustainability and
CSR employees in full-time jobs
and consulting corporations about
sustainable business practices.
Weinreb has also made a name for
herself in the research arena, with
her most recent report — “Pioneers
of Sustainability: Lessons from the
Trailblazers,” earning rave reviews
from industry experts. The report,
co-authored by CSR guru James
Epstein-Reeves, profiled six innovators
in the sustainability field and
indentified what makes these individuals
tick. Weinreb reveals that the research
yielded some surprising results.
“What came out of our discussions
with the pioneers was that they’re
really navigating unchartered
territories,” she says. “And what
they did was bold. They had to have
conviction to know what’s right and to
move forward with it in a public way.”
Weinreb says she gives them a lot of
credit for that.
The leaders profiled in the
sustainability study include the famed
environmentalist, entrepreneur and
author Paul Hawken; Ray Anderson,
the late chairman and founder
of Interface, Inc.; Michael Porter,
Bishop William Lawrence University
Professor at Harvard University;
Unilever Group CEO Paul Polman;
Peter Senge, founder of the Society
for Organizational Learning; and Lee
Scott, retired president and CEO of
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.

Chief sustainability officers representing
a variety of companies nominated
these individuals, as well as 46 of
their peers; 79 sustainability
professionals voted to identify the
final six trailblazers from the pool of
candidates.

“What came out of our
discussions with the
pioneers was that they’re
really navigating
unchartered territories. And
what they did was bold.”
Ellen Weinreb
The painstaking process ensured
that the right people were awarded
pioneer status, according to Weinreb.
Still, she acknowledges that she
had some concerns about the word
“pioneer.” “We wanted our readers to
ponder: ‘What is a pioneer?’ she says.
“And at the beginning we thought,
‘Oh, that means an old guy.’ I mean,
one of these guys is dead; Ray
Anderson is dead. We thought, ‘Do
we want a bunch of guys with white
hair on our report?’” Weinreb and
Epstein-Reeves’ research thus moved
on from the “fathers of sustainability”
to the field’s trailblazers.
Weinreb cites Paul Polman as a
great example of the latter. Although
he’s the proverbial new kid on the
block, Polman has made significant
advancements in the field of
sustainability, Weinreb says. In his
interview with Weinreb and EpsteinReeves, Polman shared Unilever’s
ambitious plan to help more than one
billion people improve their health
and wellbeing, as well as slice the

company’s environmental footprint
in half. The consumer goods giant
is also aiming to sustainably source
100 percent of its agricultural raw
materials.
Weinreb and Epstein-Reeves say
Unilever is well on its way to meet
these targets, which are detailed
in the company’s 2010 Sustainable
Living Plan. According to the latest
company numbers, Unilever had
sustainably sourced 36 percent of its
raw materials by the end of 2012; this
figure exceeds the company’s selfimposed target of 30 percent. Also
of note, Weinreb and Epstein-Reeves
say, is the fact that Unilever has
increased the number of tea farmers
trained in sustainable business
practices to roughly 450,000.
As the person at the helm of Unilever,
Polman has been indispensable
to implementing these changes,
Weinreb maintains. Calling Polman “a
very relevant” sustainability pioneer,
she says that he has come to the
forefront within the last year or two
and is doing a lot of pioneering
work today. Fortunately, Polman’s
senior leadership team shares his
pioneering spirit.
In his interview with Weinreb and
Epstein-Reeves, Polman revealed that
Unilever executives worked to create
the right environment to promote
responsible corporate behaviour. “We
tried to abolish guidance, stopped
quarterly reporting and changed the
focus on our compensation system
toward the longer term.” Polman said.
Unilever officials also ensured that
the Sustainable Living Plan was in
line with employees’ values, he said,
and spent the first year educating
company personnel about how the
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plan is tied to Unilever’s long-term
success.
Looking back, Polman told Weinreb
and Epstein-Reeves, it was the
winning approach. Although the
company’s financial approach raised
some eyebrows among industry
insiders, Polman defends his move
to stop focusing heavily on quarterly
figures. “Announcing the change
to our approach on guidance was
interpreted as a harbinger for bad
news,” he revealed in the “Pioneers
of Sustainability” report. “[But] this
began to change when discussions
became more strategic and changed
further when people could see that
the model seemed to be starting to
deliver.”
Another CEO singled out for his
unique approach to sustainability
is Lee Scott. Despite his early 2011
retirement from Walmart’s executive
committee, Scott made quite a name
for himself during his decade-long
tenure as president and CEO of the
company. His defining moment came
in August 2005, when Hurricane
Katrina devastated the U.S. Gulf
Coast. Walmart executives quickly
responded to the need and divvied
up 2,450 truckloads of humanitarian
supplies among the hurricane victims.
The company’s heavily publicized
relief efforts, which occurred during
Scott’s presidency, solidified Scott’s
commitment to ethical business
practices. “The question was: How
could we be that Walmart all the
time?” Scott said during his interview
with Weinreb and Epstein-Reeves.
“Just because you’re big, do you
have to be bad? Can’t you use size,
scale and scope in a way that’s
actually positive?”
Scott found the answer to be a
resounding “yes.” His first move was
to lobby the U.S. Congress to raise
the federal minimum wage, following
public outcry about Walmart’s low
employee wages. Reasoning that
only raising Walmart’s employee pay
would put the retailer at a competitive
disadvantage, Scott decided to take
a bold stance. “Let’s get everybody
in the same boat,” Scott explained
to Weinreb and Epstein-Reeves. “If

you want to pay more, let’s make
everybody pay more — not just
Walmart.”
His pioneering spirit also led him to
champion the 25-year renewal of the
1965 Voting Rights Act. Scott admits
that it was a risky move and was
deemed highly controversial among
industry personnel. But as the top
employer of African-Americans in
the U.S. (around 280,000), Walmart
had a responsibility to stand up for
a cause that affected so many of its
employees, Scott reasoned.

Weinreb’s No. 1 piece of
advice for corporations
big and small is to hire
a chief sustainability
officer.
Scott, however, doesn’t take full
credit for his progressive actions.
He attributes much of his success
to Walmart Chairman Rob Walton,
who urged him early on in his
career to consider the social and
environmental ramifications of his
business decisions.
Weinreb says Scott’s story is not
uncommon. In her interviews with
the sustainability pioneers, Weinreb
noticed a pattern among the six
individuals. “While they were
[navigating] unchartered territories,
they weren’t operating in a vacuum,”
she says. “They had predecessors
who helped them to get to the point
that they were currently at. So they
had the support of thought leaders
before them.”
Even more notable, some of the
trailblazers profiled in Weinreb and
Epstein-Reeves’ study were even
inspired by each other. The late
Ray Anderson, who revolutionized
the carpet industry by introducing
sustainable business practices at
Interface, Inc., was highly motivated
by fellow pioneer Paul Hawken
and his book, “The Ecology of
Commerce.”

Hawken told Weinreb and EpsteinReeves that he was so touched by
Anderson’s interest in his book that
he eulogized the Interface founder
at his 2011 funeral. In fact, Hawken
said that if only Anderson had read
his book, he would still consider its
publication a resounding success.
To Weinreb, CEO Anderson’s
inspiration by thought-leader
Hawken illustrates a widespread
phenomenon. She says the
trailblazers — particularly the three
CEOs profiled — used science and
research to back up their sustainable
business decisions. “And I think what
was unique about that was that they
were bringing [these ideas] into the
corporate sector,” Weinreb says.
What surprised her most during
her research, however, was the
concept of pioneers in general. She
admits that she and Epstein-Reeves
lacked a clear definition of the word
“pioneer” when they began the study.
But the chief sustainability officers
that nominated the trailblazers
certainly had their own ideas about
what constitutes a pioneer, Weinreb
asserts. Instead of citing their fellow
CSOs as pioneers of sustainability
— like Weinreb expected — the
individuals only named thought
leaders and CEOs to the list. “The
CSOs are looking to the CEOs as
the pioneers and, really, the owners
of sustainability,” she says.
That’s not to say that a CSO’s position
is superfluous, Weinreb argues.
On the contrary, she says, her
conversations with the pioneers only
reinforced the importance of having
a competent CSO in place. In fact,
Weinreb’s No. 1 piece of advice for
corporations big and small is to hire
a chief sustainability officer. After
all, she says, “It’s important to have
someone at the helm who owns
it, and integrates [sustainability]
into the rest of the business. In
other words, [companies need]
a champion of sustainability.”
With her pioneering research
and various contributions to the
sustainability field, Weinreb arguably
fits into this category, as well.
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There’s no Sustainability

...without logistics
The news that FIATA, the oldest and largest
representative of the international forwarding
community, wants to contribute to the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), suggests the
international trade community is finally realising that
there’s no Sustainability without logistics.
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Historically
logistics
companies have
been mainly preoccupied
with ensuring goods
are carried and
delivered safely.
Rachael Dillon Climate Change Policy manager
FIATA’s head Marco Sorgetti argues
that because supply chain and logistics
processes are deeply embedded in
the value creation of different sectors
and industries worldwide, the industry
is of equal strategic importance in
achieving sustainability as it is in terms
of economic development.
Additionally, he says, as the logistics
industry continues to grow, so will its
energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions “unless changes are
made”.
So the organization now wants to be
included in the deliberations of the
30-member UN Open Working Group on
Sustainable Development: “In designing
SDGs, FIATA could not fail to notice that
the focus on the powerful contribution
that logistics provides to development
is in general insufficiently visible or
perceived,” it declares.
It’s a view shared by the UK’s Freight
Transport Association that began its
own Sustainability journey in 2009
with the launch of its Logistics Carbon
Reduction Scheme (LCRS). Since then
95 members (out of 14,000) have signed
up to the voluntary reporting of carbon
emissions.
Admitting the FTA still has a “long way
to go”, Climate Change Policy manager
Rachael Dillon says the current mixed
bag of major retailers, global 3PLs,
road haulage companies and major
manufacturers have managed to reduce
their carbon output by 2.8 percent
between 2010-2011 and she fully
expects the group to achieve an
eight percent reduction by 2015
from a 2010 base.

The scheme, endorsed by the UK’s
Department for Transport (DfT), currently
reports the emissions of 65,000 vehicles
throughout the UK - approximately 10
percent of an FTA-member total. Dillon
says the government reviewed FTA’s
progress in 2012 and decided the
logistics industry – at least in the UK
– should not be subject to additional
legislation that could also include a
mandatory carbon tax.
Last year the scheme was given a boost
with the announcement that there would
be a 10-year hiatus on compressed
natural gas (CNG) duty as an incentive
for FTA members to switch from carbonbased fuels. Dillon admits there hasn’t
been a rush to invest: “Members remain
more focused on survival and recovery
at the moment.” This is despite an
apparent climate change reminder that
has led to large parts of the UK being
flooded following successive storms.
“In two months time people will have
forgotten,” she adds. “Historically
logistics companies have been mainly
preoccupied with ensuring goods are
carried and delivered safely.”
For many FTA members, Sustainability
at the micro level remains a nice to
have, not a prerequisite. So a switch to
natural gas or bio-methane remains the
imperative of the association’s largest
members including UPS, DHL, Kuehne +
Nagel, Ford, Asda, Office Depot,
Sainsbury’s, John Lewis – and the
Howard Tenens Group that has
identified CNG and bio-methane as
viable alternatives to diesel.
By the end of 2013, half of its 110
vehicles were dual-use including 75
percent of its 18-tonne-plus fleet. The
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The commercial imperative
for action is clear. Our
research shows that UK
businesses have the
opportunity to unlock
around £100 billion a year in
value from new innovation
opportunities that address
social and environmental
challenges
EMF

company has worked with several
conversion companies to incorporate
gas tanks in its vehicles and has also
invested heavily in three re-fuelling
stations in Lincolnshire, Essex and
Hampshire.
Howard Tenens has a declared aim to
maximise its use of bio-methane saying:
“This is a far more sustainable fuel.
While dual-fuel CNG can offer up to 15
percent carbon improvement compared
to pure diesel, bio-methane dual fuel
cuts CO2 by up to 60 percent.” Between
2011–12, the company reported a
reduction of 1,000 tonnes of CO2 –
or eight percent of its fleet output.
The FTA initiative, while worthy, is
way behind the US EPA’s 10-yearold “SmartWay” carbon reduction
programme which itself has been
overtaken by the revelation last month
that 29 major multinationals have put
an internal price on carbon pollution
ranging from US$6-US$60 per metric

tonne in a bid to disclose both the risk
and the potential business opportunity
for early action.
According to the London-based NGO
CDP, formerly the Carbon Disclosure
Project, many companies in the U.S.
have come to recognise that there is a
price associated with the carbon they
emit and an economic opportunity
in factoring a carbon price into their
business model.
In their 2013 CDP filings, the Walt
Disney Company noted a price of
US$10-20, Google US$14 and Xcel
Energy US$20. Other reporting
companies were Delta Air Lines,
Microsoft, PG&E Corporation and
Walmart: “While this additional cost
is primarily seen as a risk, Walmart’s
early action on emissions reductions
represents a competitive advantage over
other retailers that have not performed
such projects,” the company declared
in its report.

This is a far more
sustainable fuel.
While dual-fuel
CNG can offer up to 15
% carbon improvement
compared to pure diesel,
bio-methane dual
fuel cuts CO2 by
up to 60 percent.
Howard Tenens Group
CDP says it works with 722 institutional
investors with assets of US$87 trillion
to motivate companies to disclose their
impact on the environment and natural
resources and take action to reduce them.
And it’s not just in North America or
Europe. A report by WWF-UK last month
suggested business opportunities
are opening up in Asia for western
firms that can help tackle social and
environmental challenges alongside
the rapid economic growth across the
vast region. Dax Lovegrove, head of
business sustainability and innovation at
WWF-UK says: “Asia is fast becoming

the land of opportunity and disruptive
influence. There are incoming Asian
innovations for western firms to adapt
to and work with. There are also
export opportunities that arise from
efforts across Asia to solve pollution,
congestion, resource scarcity and
other challenges. China is set to spend
over $500 billion in the next five years
on renewables, energy efficiency and
cutting air pollution and this presents a
major opportunity for western firms that
can bring cleantech solutions to
the continent.”
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Meanwhile the FTA is holding its annual
conference in May that will include
an award ceremony to recognise the
LCRS best carbon innovators. For the
first time there’s a category covering
leadership in logistics carbon reduction.
But as Dillon points out, FTA members
currently are more concerned about the
cost-savings of carbon reduction because
they can be measured. For most of them,
a sustainability and logistics strategy
remains something “perhaps for next year”.
Not so FIATA, that has declared the
inclusion of logistics in a post-2015 UN
Sustainable Development Goals agenda
a “top priority”.
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RealityCheck
By Karen E. Thuermer

Sustainability is the new buzz word. We hear
it in the media. We hear it when politicians
talk about fiscal policy. We hear it when
people mention the environment. When
people say the word “sustainability,” our
minds generally conjure up images of wind
turbines and solar panels.
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But taking a step back, let’s address
what sustainability means and why
it’s important. A critical example is the
US government. Given today’s broken
political environment in Washington,
DC, one must ask: are elected officials
behaving in a manner that is sustainable
to this nation’s good? More so, does the
United States have in place a fiscal
policy that is sustainable for going forward?
It may seem like a matter of opinion. But
some say that if the squabbling between
Republicans and Democrats in the US
Congress doesn’t stop, America’s fiscal
health will remain stagnant and its status
in the world will diminish. More so, some
fraction of the political system may be
destined for realignment.

“Having the Administration embrace
foreign investment as economic
priority is a big deal and one that I
did not know I would see,” comments
Nancy McLernon, president and CEO,
Organization for International Investment.
“Our international trade policy has always
focused on promoting US exports, not
really on bringing foreign investment in,
so we are very thrilled to have this issue
elevated to such level.”

Nancy McLernon, president
and CEO, Organization for
International Investment.

“Southwest Airlines is the only
major airline from 1989 that
has survived this tumultuous
industry without bankruptcy,”
Gary C. Kelly,

CEO of Southwest

Many are fed up and feel there could be
a long-term impact if it does not stop soon.
“I am very bullish on America, but
Washington DC is making it more difficult
for me to feel that way,” says Larry Fink,
CEO of BlackRock, a multinational
investment house.
Take foreign direct investment (FDI)
in the United States. The Obama
Administration recently increased
efforts to encourage the attraction of
FDI through a federal program dubbed
SelectUSA.
SelectUSA is the first-ever, fully
co-ordinated government effort to recruit
businesses to invest and create new
jobs in the United States. Prior to that,
each state in the United States was
left to its own devices to attract FDI,
a practice that created a competitive
environment between states and, in
some cases, the offering of millions of
dollars of tax incentives to land the deal.
Scores of studies have shown how FDI
not only brings jobs, but is a source of
economic development, modernisation,
increased imports and exports, and
income growth.

The reason to include this discussion
is because FDI in the United States is a
major source of external finance. In 2012
the Chinese, the biggest investor in
the US, completed deals worth US$6.5
billion. Plus, foreign capital invested in
the United States raises the US gross
domestic product (GDP).
“This means that US residents are better
off than they would be without foreign
capital,” writes Mack Ott, an economist
with non-profit group The Heartland
Institute. “Foreign investment increases
the amount of capital—equipment,
buildings, land, patents, copyrights,
trademarks, and goodwill—in the host
economy.”
Further, the availability of foreign
capital lowers the cost of capital to
corporations. “This makes additions to
plant and equipment cheaper, permits
some investment projects that otherwise
would not be profitable, and raises the
value of firms,” he says.
The US reclaimed the top spot for FDI
in 2012 and consistently ranks as one
of the world’s top FDI destinations. But

sustainability
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Bill Haslam,
Governor of Tennessee

shutdown “shaved at least 0.6 percent
today observers question whether or not
off annualised fourth quarter 2013 GDP
the United States can retain this position
growth.” Prior to the shutdown, the
because of a number of factors - one
United States was estimated
being the ongoing
to show 2.8 percent
political wrangling
“81% do not believe
annualised growth. It also
in Washington, DC.
the government has
concludes that the shutdown
That squabbling
cost the United States a
has focused on the
done enough to stop
massive $24 billion and
US public debt and
corporate wrong-doing” equaled some $1.5 billion
deficit reduction.
a day.
Voices Carry
Labaton Sucharow LLP
“This narrative
The October 2013 wrangling
in Washington is
caused the Fitch credit rating agency to
forcing everyone to push the pause
issue a warning that it would review its
button at a very important time,”
US government’s AAA credit rating for a
says BlackRock’s Fink.
possible downgrade.
Bill Haslam, Governor of Tennessee,
When elected officials argued the issue
concurs. “The current political climate
with no real resolution in August 2011,
in Washington, DC, has had a chilling
Standard & Poor’s Rating Services
effect,” he says. “Businesses want
lowered the US long-term sovereign
a predictable environment in which
credit rating to AA+ from AAA.
to invest. It seems that the biggest
certainty today is uncertainty. And
uncertainty is centered on everything
Corporate Sustainability
-from the government shutdown, the
impact of the Affordable Care Act, to
Decisions made by corporate
the fact that we have this looming debt
management have a direct and
crisis where we keep spending more
immediate impact on the sustainability of
that we are bringing in.”
businesses – and an immediate impact
on people’s lives. A good example is the
This particular issue raised its ugly
airlines. Since 1989, the industry has
head in October 2013 when
seen a string of bankruptcies (Pan Am,
Congress shut down the federal
Eastern Braniff, Continental, America
government for 16 days.
West, TWA, USAir, United, Delta,
Northwest, and most recently, American
During that time, the Commerce
Airlines) due largely to the inability – or
Department stopped processing
reluctance – to cut costs and set the
export violations. The Federal Drug
example starting at the top.
Administration (FDA) was unable to
conduct as many inspections of food
“Southwest Airlines is the only major
imports. Attorneys at Customs and
airline from 1989 that has survived this
Border Protection (CBP) were unable
tumultuous industry without bankruptcy,”
to process ruling requests, make
writes Gary C. Kelly, Chairman of the
recommendations for the release of
Board, President and CEO of Southwest
seized property and penalties. The
in a memo to all Southwest and Air Tran
attorney’s at the Bureau of Industry
employees. “Why? Because
and Security (BIS) were unable to
our low costs have preserved our
work on export control violation
profits. Period.”
cases. The list goes on.
Yet he warns that when American
“I do think that people around the
emerges from bankruptcy, its costs
world still look at the United States as
will most likely be substantially lower,
a reasonable place to do business
especially their labour and aircraft costs.
- a place where laws are clear and
predictable,” comments Jack Markell,
But that does not excuse executives
Governor of Delaware. “But nobody
from ignoring business ethics. Consider
could possibly argue that the
the message provided in an article
shutdown was good.”
that recently appeared in Forbes
magazine: “Why American Airlines
A report by credit rating agency
Employees Loathe Management.” It
Standard & Poor’s estimates the
points out how, since 2003, American’s
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top management squeezed wages,
benefits and other concessions from its
employees, while continuing to pay its
top executives and CEO huge salaries
and bonuses.
The article added that CEO Don Carty
threatened the airline could go into
bankruptcy unless $1.8 million was
squeezed from wages and other
concessions paid to employees who
were members of trade unions: the APA
(American Pilots Association), the TWU
(Transit Workers Union, an AFL-CIO
affiliate), and the APFA (Association
of Professional Flight Attendants). His
reason: employees needed to make a
“shared sacrifice” to keep the carrier
afloat. Meanwhile, top executives were
to receive retention bonuses of 200
percent of salary.
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with little or no recourse? More so,
is such behavior sustainable?
The second annual study by law firm
Labaton Sucharow LLP entitled “Ethics
& Action Survey: Voices Carry” indicates
- among other findings - that 54 percent
of Americans have personally observed
or have first-hand knowledge of wrongdoing in the workplace; 64 percent
believe that corporate misconduct was
a significant factor in bringing about the
current economic crisis; 81 percent do
not believe the government has done
enough to stop corporate wrong-doing,
and 77 percent of Americans believe
politicians favor corporate interests over
their constituents’ interests.
The law firm concludes that corporate
wrongdoing is at extraordinary levels
and more needs to be done to address
this problem.

“The second tranche of perfidy was the
major commission of the
omission of disclosing
A Higher Level
“transformational change
the creation of a new
that can unlock the full
‘secret’ supplemental
Leading universities
potential of business in
executive retirement
are increasingly
plan (think pension)
contributing to global priorities” discussing the topic
being squirreled away
in an effort to change
UN Global Compact
only for top executives,”
our culture to one that
Accenture CEO Study on Sustainability 2013
writes Richard Finger,
is more ethical and
the article’s author.
sustainable. Harvard
Business School held a conference last
The biggest rub is $20 million in
November entitled “Sustainability and
severance pay to American Airlines’
the Corporation: Big Ideas” to create a
parent company AMR Corp.’s outgoing
forum to discuss fundamental business.
CEO Tom Horton who only retained that
position the same day the company
Among the questions addressed were:
declared bankruptcy.
How should companies rediscover
their business models to succeed in
Wall Street has not been shy at offering
a world with scarcer and more volatile
its own set of examples. Consider
production inputs? What types of
JPMorgan. The financial institution
innovation in processes, products, and
recently was slapped with a $13 billion
business models could allow firms to
fine for its role in causing the 2008
improve simultaneously their financial
financial crisis. Regulators continue to
as well as environmental, social, and
aggressively pursue financial institutions governance performance? How can
for actions that contributed to the
business recover its reputation as
financial crisis, including the issuance of an engine for economic and social
risky mortgages and the resale
prosperity and become a trustworthy
of those mortgages into securities that
institution? What is a potential new
defaulted at high rates, costing
corporate governance model that could
investors billions of dollars in losses.
navigate and lead a corporation in the
It’s still unsure, however, whether or
future? What is the role of investors
not those executives who gave the
and capital markets in catalyzing
green light to issue and sell those risky
progress towards more sustainable
mortgages will personally be held
organisations? What is the role of nonresponsible. Will these individuals retain
governmental organisations (NGOs)
their multimillion dollar lifestyles, while
and how can they become more
thousands upon thousands of investors
effective creating systemic change?
and home owners have lost their assets
Could innovations in corporate reporting

Jack Markell,
Governor of Delaware

Moving from talking to
walking: A key differentiator
is business model change.
Whereas a majority of
“walkers” have changed
their business model
because of sustainability,
only a third of other
companies have done so

sustainability
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change managerial behaviours, beliefs
and corporate culture, as well as
decisions in the investment community
and NGO campaigns?
Many experts are addressing these
issues.
In their article “The Performance
Frontier: Innovating for a Sustainable
Strategy” in the Harvard Business
Review, Robert G. Eccles and George
Serafeim point out that while most
companies today have programmes
and tactics that include cutting
carbon emissions, reducing waste,
and otherwise enhancing operational
efficiency, these efforts do not add up
to a sustainable strategy. They say that
to endure, a strategy must address the
interests of all stakeholders: investors,
employees, customers, governments,
NGOs, and society at large.
“To do that, it has to increase
shareholder value while at the same time
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improving the firm’s performance on
environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) dimensions,” they say.
According to Eccles and Serafeim,
companies understand this and often
launch programmes. But their reason
for doing so is often with the hope the
company will be financially rewarded
for “doing good,” even when the
issues addressed aren’t relevant to the
company’s strategy and operations.
“Largely missing from these efforts is
a clear understanding of the very real
trade-offs that exist between financial
and ESG performance,” they say.
“Improving one typically comes at a cost
to the other. While using expensive solar
energy is good for the environment, it’s
often bad for the bottom line; paying
workers above-market wages benefits the
community but eats into profits.”
Further, they point out how the capital
markets know this. Consequently, they

don’t reward firms for ESG programmes
that fail to enhance financial performance,
and they punish those whose programmes
—relevant or not—that depress financial
results.” It’s important to note that
sustainable business practices are not
US-centric. According to the UN Global
Compact—Accenture CEO Study on
Sustainability 2013, the world’s largest
corporate sustainability initiative, the
entire world economy is on the wrong
track and business is not playing its part
in forging a sustainable future.
In talking to more than 1,000 CEOs
across the world, the study concludes
that the global economy is on the wrong
track. In fact, 67 percent of those CEOs
surveyed revealed that they do not
believe business is doing enough to
address global sustainability challenges.
It points out that while CEOs see their
companies stuck on a plateau of good
intentions, they also see the impact the
beginnings of a collaborative, systems-

approach to sustainability can make.
To build sustainability, these executives
are trying, however, to seize
opportunities to build skills, measure
value and performance, and improve
dialogue with consumers, investors
and governments.
“In these innovations lie the seeds of
a new approach to sustainability, with
pockets of real innovation beyond
the four walls of the firm collaborating
within and across industries and
sectors, and working closely with
stakeholders to develop the beginnings
of a transformational change that can
unlock the full potential of business in
contributing to global priorities,” the
report says.
Freightweek intends to foster this
discussion and offer examples to the
logistics world that plays an integral
part of business.

sustainability
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By Keri Stephens-Forsythe

Filing for bankruptcy
and re-emerging with
a renewed promise
for shareholders and
customers has been
a cyclical feature of
the US air transport
landscape in the past
30 years. With one
noticeable exception.
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Since 1980, PanAm, Braniff, Eastern,
Continental, United, Northwest, Delta –
and now American – have all gone out
of business, merged, or re-emerged
following a Chapter 11 filing.
The social cost of employees who lost
their jobs, their health insurance and
their pensions during this period is
probably incalculable.
Meanwhile while sourcing personnel
from the same planet, and indeed
the same country, Southwest has
comprehensively debunked the idea
that going bankrupt is an inevitable
part of running an airline.
The airline has proved that Sustainability
– the balanced interchange of people,
profit and planet – remains at the core of
its business process.
And the numbers speak for themselves:
Last year, the carrier earned US$421
million, marking Southwest’s 40th
consecutive year of profitability. The third
quarter of 2013 was also lucrative for the
carrier, with Southwest’s profit surging
from US$16 million to $259 million, yearon-year. While fluctuating fuel prices
and economic instability have crippled
some of Southwest’s competitors in
recent months, the carrier has remained
relatively unscathed by market volatility.
The question, many ask, is why?

An Employee-First Culture
Colin Rogers, the carrier’s Senior
Manager of Specialty Sales, believes the
distinction lies in Southwest’s corporate
philosophy. He attributes the carrier’s
success to Southwest’s original vision
of ‘happy employees create happy
customers. And happy customers
mean happy shareholders.’ “So, really,

from the very onset, one of Southwest’s
core values has been making sure that
their employees are taken care of,” he
says. “And with the employees being
cared for, a lot follows. They’re more
likely to be productive; they’re more
likely to provide a great experience for
customers. That’s true with every side
of Southwest — even down to the
cargo side, where I work.”

We want our 		
employees
to take their
jobs seriously, but not
themselves. After all,
we did start as an idea
written on a cocktail
napkin. It was crazy,
but it was crazy
enough to work
— and it has.
Michelle Agnew Culture Committee Member
Rogers says he’s experienced
Southwest’s concern for employees firsthand. In addition to being selected for a
management training course — which,
he believes, benefited him tremendously
— he says Southwest personnel went
the extra mile when his grandmother
died. His entire family was flown from
Dallas to Detroit for the funeral and
Rogers says he received condolences
from all levels of the organization. “It was
the most incredible outpouring of love
from a company that you’ve ever seen,
and it was really a big eye-opener for
me,” he says. The level of concern went
beyond a financial investment, Rogers

The Turbulent Teens are
unfolding to be a societyshaping toxic mix of
economic crisis, social
unrest and severe climate
change related events.
All at a time when trust
in leadership, both from
politics and business, is
lower than ever.
Peter Bakker/WBCSD
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In the past five years, an
average 33 percent of the
companies surveyed state
that they have developed
a clear business case or
proven value proposition
for sustainability.
December 2013 MIT/Sloan survey

It’s critical that
we not lose our
continuous improvement mindset,
especially as it pertains
to customer service, so
that will continue
to be a major 		
focus as well.
Wally Devereaux
maintains. “Southwest took a personal
interest in me to make sure that both
my family and I were doing okay.”
Another two-decade Southwest veteran,
Wally Devereaux, says he’s also
impressed by the company’s dedication
to their employees. Devereaux, who
currently serves as Southwest’s senior
director of Cargo, maintains that the
company’s employee-friendly culture
has contributed to his long tenure at
Southwest. He joined the airline in
1992 as a customer service agent at
Dallas Love Field airport and moved
to the airfreight side of the business
in 1999. More than two decades later,
Devereaux is just as keen on Southwest
as he was in his early days. “Hopefully,
they’ll let me stick around for another
22 years,” he jokes. “It’s just such a
great place to work.” Reiterating the
company’s philosophy, Devereaux
says “Southwest treats their employees
very well, and happy employees
mean happy customers.”

Skeptics may argue that many
companies call employees their No.1
resource, but few allow this philosophy
to affect company decisions. Not so
with Southwest, Rogers says. “The
company’s mantra is a lot more than
lip service,” he asserts. “Southwest
goes to great lengths to make sure
employees are in the loop and on
board with their vision.”

The “right” team
Airline spokesperson and culture
committee member Michelle Agnew
makes no bones about it: The company
is incredibly selective when recruiting
new employees. Work experience
matters, she says, but it’s certainly not
the sole criterion. “We often say we hire
for attitude and skill will come later,”
Agnew maintains, although she
acknowledges that some jobs
require particular skill sets.
Special skills aside, employees must
exhibit all of Southwest’s core values:
a warrior spirit, a servant’s heart and
a fun-loving attitude. “We call this
living and working the Southwest way,”
Agnew says. She explains that having
a warrior’s spirit signifies a “can-do”
attitude — “We want our employees to
be assertive about finding solutions and
being the best that they can be on the
job,” she says — while a servant’s heart
implies selflessness. To foster this idea,
Southwest encourages employees to
volunteer for charitable organisations.
The company has also launched its own
charity: Tickets for Time. For every 40
hours Southwest employees volunteer
for a nonprofit organization, the
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We are a
people-first 		
company, If our
people are proud of our
company, then they will be
happy to go to work and serve
our customers, which they
have consistently
done for 40-plus
years.

customers, which they have consistently
done for 40-plus years.” Agnew says this
nepotism is part of the recipe behind
Southwest’s success.

Michelle Agnew Culture Committee Member

Unfortunately, from an environmental
standpoint, the aviation field isn’t
exactly known for its innovation.
Some have criticised airlines for
taking a one-dimensional approach to
environmental sustainability — focusing
solely on reducing carbon emissions,
instead of looking for new ways to
save the planet.

benefitting charity is eligible to receive
one free, roundtrip ticket on Southwest
for fundraising or transportation needs.
Agnew says giving back is big business
at Southwest and she believes volunteering
benefits employees tremendously. The
company also goes to great lengths to
ensure employees have fun at work,
which will hopefully transition into a funloving attitude: “We want our employees
to take their jobs seriously, but not
themselves,” she says. “After all, we did
start as an idea written on a cocktail
napkin. It was crazy, but it was crazy
enough to work — and it has.”
Also working is Southwest’s nepotism
policy. Agnew explains that the company
encourages nepotism toward Southwest,
not toward individuals — a distinction
that has been widely misconstrued. “We
are a people-first company, If our people
are proud of our company, then they will
be happy to go to work and serve our

Eco-friendly practices
Devereaux agrees that attracting the
“right” people to the company is integral
to Southwest’s success, but he believes
that it’s only a piece of the puzzle.
Sustaining a profit over the long term
requires Southwest to be both fiscally
and environmentally responsible, he
asserts.

Devereaux concedes that the former
goal is certainly important — after all,
Southwest’s new fleet modernization
program centers on acquiring fuelefficient aircraft — but it’s an incomplete
view, he explains. At Southwest, green
business practices, such as recycling
onboard and on the ground, and
implementing Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design-compliant
standards for new construction and
building retrofits, are highly promoted.
Conserving fuel remains Southwest’s top
priority, however, although Devereaux
admits that this goal isn’t completely
altruistic.
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The full potential of the
circular economy [is] as
much as US$700 billion
in global consumer goods
materials savings
Ellen Macarthur Foundation- EMF

So, really, from
the very onset,
one of
Southwest’s core
values has been making
sure that their
employees are
taken care of
Colin Rogers

Senior Manager of Specialty Sales

In addition to being Southwest’s
largest contributor to greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, fuel is the carrier’s
biggest cost. That’s why the company
is retrofitting 372 of its Boeing 737-700
aircraft with lighter-weight, recyclable
Evolve seats as part of its US$60 million
“cabin experience” overhaul; winglets
are another area of investment. “Related
to this,” Devereaux says, “we continue to
increase the number of electric-powered
ground support equipment (GSE) to
replace older, petroleum-powered GSE
in our fleet.” Such efforts are paying off
handsomely, he maintains. “As a result
of our fleet modernization and related
fuel conservation efforts, our normalised
GHG emissions, as measured by
various intensity ratios, have remained
relatively flat or have shown slight
decreases despite our increase in size
of operations since 2009,” he says.
Taking its commitment to the
environment one step further, Southwest
has also instituted the Green Team.
Comprised of employee volunteers from

various facets of the company, it works
alongside Southwest’s environmental
staff and “Green Ambassadors” to
find ways to improve the company’s
sustainability. Key goals of the group
include recommending environmentally
responsible business practices,
recognizing green efforts already in
place, and ensuring future business
decisions are eco-friendly. After all,
Devereaux says, “It’s important to us to
not only take care of our stakeholders,
but to also protect our planet and its
natural resources.” The future of the
company depends on it, he explains.
Although Southwest currently operates
3,700 flights a day in conjunction with
partner AirTran, the carrier has bigger
plans on the horizon. Colin Rogers
says it’s “no real secret” that Southwest
is eying international destinations for
growth, a revelation that follows the
company’s 2012 deal with the Amadeus
IT Group, which initiates this year.
“[Going global] is a pretty big leap for
a company that since 1971 has really
been playing purely in the domestic
market,” Rogers says. “So it will be very
interesting to see what we look like in
the next 10 years.”

Devereaux agrees significant changes
are ahead for the airline but he promises
that the company’s level of service
will not wane during the process. “It’s
critical that we not lose our continuousimprovement mindset, especially as it
pertains to customer service, so that
will continue to be a major focus as
well.” So too will be the principles that
have guided Southwest for the past 42
years — a corporate ethos based on
employees with “a warrior spirit,
a servant’s heart and a fun-loving
attitude.”

we continue to
increase the
number of
electric-powered ground
support equipment
(GSE) to replace older,
petroleumpowered GSE
in our fleet.
Wally Devereaux
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From football failure to fighting fat
It takes courage
and determination
to succeed against
the odds, and in
the three years that
Coyne Airways has
sponsored the
Pohnpei national
football team, we
have seen plenty
of both.

As pioneers of reliable air cargo services into some of the
world’s most difficult to reach destinations, we understand
the commitment and drive it takes to overcome serious
challenges.
So when the plight of the “world’s worst football team” first
came to our attention in 2010, following Pohnpei’s 16-1
defeat to neighbouring Guam, we felt compelled to help.
The team, which had never won a competitive match, and
consisted mainly of part-time construction industry workers,
also attracted the support of two British nationals, Matthew
Conrad and football journalist Paul Watson, who decided
to travel to the tiny Polynesian island to coach them.
Matthew and Paul’s target was to get the team playing
games, a costly logistical challenge given the state’s
location. Pohnpei is the largest of a group of islands
making up the state of Micronesia in the Pacific Ocean.
The nearest suitable opposition is Guam, an expensive
three hour flight away.
We stepped in because Micronesia is in a ‘Catch 22’
situation. It has no funding from football body FIFA and
will continue to receive nothing until it proves its teams
are capable of beating international opposition, but with
virtually no funds for coaching, facilities, or traveling, this is
a near impossible task.
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Energy and utility
[companies] are far more
likely to fully address
environmental issues than
social, while healthcare
is far more likely to fully
address social than
environmental issues

Our financial support enabled the team
to embark on a tour of Guam and take
the first steps towards recognition
by FIFA. The tour was a resounding
success, and Pohnpei won their first
ever match beating Crushers FC 7-1.

MIT/Sloan

These are inspiring young men. We
have been really motivated by their
story, and particularly by the enormous
commitment of their players and
coaches in achieving their aim.

Since then, Conrad and Watson have
returned to the UK and local coaches
are now working to move the team
forward with continued support from
Coyne Airways.

But it’s more than football, these men
are inspiring a nation to confront and
deal with terrible health issues that are
prevalent on the island. Currently 90
percent of Pohnpei citizens are obese
due to poor diet and 30 percent suffer
from diabetes. The team and coaches
are an example of the benefits of
exercise and good diet. There is already
evidence that more of the population is
taking up various
forms of exercise.
At Coyne Airways,
we are proud to be
part of this inspirational
story.

Larry Coyne is the CEO of Coyne
Airways and its parent Coyne
Aviation. He obtained his MBA from
the Wharton School prior to joining
consultants McKinsey & Company. His
long career in aviation has included
five years running a consultancy for
clients including setting up a remote
printing operation in Frankfurt for the
Financial Times. Larry was elected
president of The International Air Cargo
Association (TIACA) in January 2001.
He has campaigned actively for the
liberalization of cargo traffic rights
and for the removal of obstacles to the
growth of the air cargo industry. He
is a regular presenter and attendee
at the World Customs Organization,
International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) and the World Bank`s Global
Facilitation Partnership.
Paul Watson is now head coach of
Bayangol FC – a new club playing in
Outer Mongolia’s Premier League in the
country’s capital Ulan Bator.
Coyne Airways CEO Larry Coyne (left)
and former Pohnpei coaching manager
Paul Watson.

AMERICA INVENTED
AVIATION. WE’RE GOING
TO KEEP REINVENTING IT.
As we continue to grow our diverse portfolio of cargo products, we are committed
to investing in our premium product offering for customers worldwide.
Visit deltacargo.com for more information.

